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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which component must be allowed connectivity to the Internet to
communicate with the Oracle Cloud?
A. Cloud Agent
B. Data Collector
C. Enterprise Manager Agent
D. Gateway

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/management-cloud/emcad/de
ploying-and-managing- oracle-management-cloud-agents.pdf (page
14)

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the development of an education plan, an example of Goal is:
A. making discussion periods
B. increasing compliance with hand hygiene standards in ICU
C. developing a series of posters
D. conducting 4 classes per week
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation: An example of Goal in the development of an
education plan is increasing compliance with hand hygiene
standards in ICU. Once a topic for performance and the
improvement of education has been chosen, then goals,
measurable objectives with strategies, and lesson plans can be
developed easily. There should be a focus on one area rather
than trying to cover different things at a time.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the difference between nodeService and NodeService in
Alfresco Content Services?
A. There is no difference.
B. The upper case bean is an AOP proxy, and injects auditing,
security, and other features into the underlying service.
C. The lower case bean is an AOP proxy, and injects auditing,
security, and other features into the underlying service.
D. The NodeService bean does not exist.
Answer: A
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